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- It is the best cleaner in the World.

- High cleaning power on all surfaces 
and colors.

- High white midsoles cleaning 
power.

- Do not alter the sneakers colors.

-Suitable for: smooth leather, suede, 
nubuck, canvas, fabric and all kind of 
surfaces and colors.
 
 
-QR code:

CLEANS



Amazing sneakers cleaner to remove the most stubborn stains and dirt. For 
smooth leather, suede, nubuck, canvas, fabric and all kind of surfaces and 
colors. High cleaning power on midsoles and soles. Recovers the original white 
on surfaces and midsoles. Do not alter the sneakers colors. 

Tarrago Sneakers WASC is the best cleaner in World. Its new and 
revolutionary cleaning technology provide high cleaning power on all surfaces 
and colors and recovers the original white on surfaces and midsoles. WASC 
has water-based and environmentally friendly formula. It has a quick visible 
result, you can see its effect after only one minute. 

WASC! What Amazing Sneakers Cleaner!

Description 

Presentation 
PACKAGE BOX UNITS BOX SIZES BOX WEIGHT PALLET UNITS EAN CODE

125 ml - 4.2 
fl oz

6 15 x 11 x 18 0.992 kg 2268 8427457567245
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How to use

1. Shake well the bottle before using.
2. Apply the product on a wet sponge or a brush.
2. Apply the product directly on the midsoles.
3. Rub gently with a brush until you eliminate any trace of dirt.
4. Remove the resting product with the help of a wet Tarrago 
Shoe Duster or a microfiber towel. 
5. Let it dry 30 minutes.

Tips and Characteristics
- Its new formula provide high cleaning on all surfaces and colors.  
- Coconut oil is good for conditioning leather because it is hypoallergenic, and it will not destroy the leather 
because of its moisture repelling quality. 
- Aluminum pump-spray without gas and easily to recycle.

Properties

COCONUT OIL
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WHAT AN AMAZING CLEANING PROCESS!

1. The WASC! penetrates to the deepest fibers looking for 
the most stubborn stains and dirt.

2. When the particles find the dirt, they start the AMAZING 
CLEANING process, all of them generate a circular process 
to catch the dirt to take it off from the fibers.

3. During the AMAZING CLEANING process, the different 
particles, try to catch to most quantity of dirt, trying to 
remove that with the less possible time.

4. Once the dirt is catch, the product generates a circle of 
particles around it and brings it to the surface to be cleaned 
with a shoe duster or a cloth. 
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WHAT AN AMAZING CLEANING FORMULA!

Distilled water, free of calcium, sodium, iron, copper, 
carbonates, fluorides, chlorides. It avoids that the water 
adds a superficial residue when applying the product, 
deteriorating the breathability of the surface.

Degreasing surfactants, remove the most stubborn grease 
or any type of dirt very easily from the fibers, thanks to its 
high cleaning power.

Surfactants derived from coconut oil, solubilize and 
emulsify dirt, making it better detach from the fibers, 
detangling the fibers and providing a softening effect. At 
the same time, they are non-abrasive, so they are especially 
important when cleaning delicate surfaces.

Secret ingredient with ECOCERT certification, this 
ingredient with a high technology components, provides 
even more cleaning power to the product, and thanks to 
this, recovering the original color of the sneakers, without 
altering their color or texture.

Secret ECO-component 

Distilled
Water

Surfactants derived from coconut oil

Degreasing surfactants
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WHAT AN AMAZING EFFECT! 
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